
Leading Integration

 INTEGRATION

PASSIVE 
‘I LOSE, YOU WIN’

Too nice
Manipulate, ie. ‘guilt trips’

Feel powerless
Hold latent hostility

Low self-esteem
Lack of eye contact
Submissive posture

‘DOOR MAT’

PASSIVE-AGGRESSIVE 
‘I LOSE, YOU LOSE’
Avoid confrontation

Insincere
Indirect eg. sarcasm  

or subtle smirks
Manipulative

Want to ‘get even’
Feel powerless

Facial expressions  
seem forced
‘SLY FOX’

THE FOUR COMMUNICATION STYLES

AGGRESSIVE 
‘I WIN, YOU LOSE’

Arrogant and hostile
Blame, criticise and attack

Self-absorbed
Dominant

Need power
Loud voice and  

overbearing posture
‘TICKING  

TIMEBOMB’ 

ASSERTIVE 
‘I WIN, YOU WIN’

Self-aware and confident
Listen well and  
speak calmly

Set clear boundaries
Emotionally intelligent

Make eye contact
Have a relaxed posture

‘PEACEFUL 
WARRIOR’

"The way a team plays as a whole determines its success.  
You may have the greatest bunch of individual stars in the world,  

but if they don’t play together, the club won’t be worth a dime.” 
-famous baseball player George Herman

Effective cross-functional integration and collaboration is key 
to driving high team performance and an exceptional quality 
of work for all clients. To achieve this, we need to develop high 
level skills in communication, clarity and accountability – in 
ourselves and our team members. 
These skills and practices are then underpinned by the value of 
courage. Courage to coach, courage to give feedback, courage 
to challenge the way we’ve always done things and courage to 
have the tough conversations when needed. 
As always, any goal, whether it be integration or other, needs to 
be supported with robust organisational processes that team 
members are held accountable to.  Take a look at the formula 
for integration below.

Assertiveness for the win 
Some people mistake assertiveness for being ‘too forward’ or ‘too direct’ or 
sometimes ‘aggression’. 
Assertiveness isn’t about getting your way. It isn’t about taking away other 
people’s rights. It’s about insight, courage, honesty, and respecting boundaries. 
The rights of both parties are considered in assertive communication. If you have 
to ‘sell yourself out’ to please someone else, this isn’t assertiveness. If you are 
being deliberately evasive or difficult, this isn’t assertive communication either. 
Being assertive means you’re kind of like a palm tree – firm but flexible enough 
to bend in even the most craziest of winds.

Communication using your strengths 
Thinking about your strengths, used productively and less-productively, what is 
your communication style default? Is it Passive, Passive-Aggressive, Aggressive, or Assertive? To enhance your assertive 
communication and group integration, which strength themes do you need to invest in and how will you do it?

1. Is your communication style fostering and encouraging
integration and people to do their best work?

2. Is there role clarity within and between departments?

3. Does each team member know what is expected of them,
the standard required of each task, and what the desired end
result will be?

4. Do you cultivate a culture of responsibility, accountability and
follow through?

5. Do you measure, track and review results with the team?

6. What strengths can you leverage in yourself and your team to
improve integration and the achievement of collective goals?

Courage 

Communication + Clarity + Accountability
Integration=

DOWNLOAD 
ME, TYPE 

AND SAVE!
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